
CONDENSING UNIT COVERS
    Since 1975

Brinmar manufactures winter covers that are available in hundreds of different shapes and sizes - each designed to
fit a specific condensing unit. The result is an attractive vinyl cover with a glove-like fit.
Brinmar covers are made of  a heavy-duty vinyl with a durable cloth backing that resists ripping and tearing. This
long lasting material is also specially treated to be mold, mildew and UV resistant.  Brinmar covers are available in
a neutral gray or beige color and they're secured with a convenient hook-and-loop strap sewn around a precision
cutout for the unit's electrical and refrigeration lines. More homeowners appreciate Brinmar winter covers for their
superior appearance and their rugged construction.

Bottom vented air conditioner covers are by far our
most popular style.  Covers are ½" to 2 inches short to
provide airflow from the bottom of the unit and the
refrigeration opening.  This design allows a minimum of
36 square inches of cross-ventilation.

Our top-vented covers have 4 air flaps that
provide an additional 32 square inches of cross-
ventilation.  The air flaps let air in, but keep water
out.

  Keeps out dirt and debris during off-season. Reduces maintenance costs. Prolongs life of condensing unit.
  Premium 24 oz industrial vinyl with a cloth backing. Gray or beige color to match cabinet.
  Precision tailored to fit the exact shape of cabinet – we have over 6,000 condensing unit models on file.
  Precision opening to fit electrical and refrigeration lines with convenient hook-and-loop closure.
  Preferable full-length cover protects entire coil and cabinet.
  Material is specially treated against mold, mildew, fungus, UV and sub-zero temperatures.
  Lifetime warranty.
  We also make window unit covers, custom size covers and covers printed with dealer logos.

In your business, use a winter cover as a sales closer, a profitable add-on item or give one away with every
condensing unit sold. Set yourself apart from the competition with this unique value-added product.
Brinmar manufactures the highest quality winter covers available. We stock hundreds of cover models for over
6,000 different condensing units.  As a market leader we provide unmatched quality, price and service. Our premium
covers and other Brinmar HVAC products are available from leading suppliers throughout North America.

     Other Brinmar HVAC products
  Window unit covers   Custom printed covers
  Shoe covers for technicians
  Sound blankets for compressor noise reduction.
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